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Explanatory 
Animation

Motion graphics 
applied to 

diagrams, charts and graphs, maps, 
and technical illustrations

1
explanimation.comNancy Wirsig McClure
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captured created

play 
examples 

here
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>> Mashup <<
Motion Graphics

 
Animation (visual 
change over time)

NOT 
cartoons á la Disney, 

realistic 3D animation, 
etc.

Infographics

 
Explanatory 

diagrams, charts and 
graphs, maps

NOT 
exploratory 

“data visualization”
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Examples
How to... or How it Works

Change over time

Map

Morph

Abstract relationships

Emphasize comparisons

Fly-through and peel-away

play 
examples 

here
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Bad examples
•

Gratuitous animation 
“Don’t waste my time!”

•

On screen with other content: distracting? 
“Don’t bother me!”

•

Forced-pace reading

play 
examples 

here
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Consider context:

• Stand-alone system?

• Stand-up presentation?

new thinking cap

Think: could/should 
we animate?
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 Branching?

Sound?
Pacing

User control?

Think: Options for 
every animation

interactive
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Technology: Delivery

File format 
options

Flash

Video

Animated GIF

 

File format 
selection criteria

File size concerns? 
Mostly history.

 Shareable 
online?
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Technology: 
Development tools
Graphics

Images

Audio

Any 

Video Production
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THINK WRITE
&

DRAW

PRODUCE
“THE SHOW”

USER
TEST

PREPARE
DIGITAL
ASSETS

Authoring Phases; Phase 1
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Thinking about your topic
Thoughts on 

visuals

Analysis/synthesis

How pictorial? 
Tufte’s “chart junk”

Match 
existing styles?

Thoughts on 
animation

The 4th 
dimension (time)

Principles of 
traditional animation

Motion style

Both: what story are you telling?
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WHY DOES
GAS COST
SO MUCH?

WHY DOES
GAS COST
SO MUCH?

04 05

06 07 08 09 10

01 02 03

11 12 14 1513

VOICE (Mrs Consumer): Why does gas cost so much?
ACTION: Title “arrives” in some animated fashion.

This storyboard is a sequence of scenes. Each scene includes visuals, 
action (changes in the visuals), voiceover, and background sounds.
VOICES. There are 3 voices. Mainly the Droplet (who starts as Oil and 
becomes Gasoline) and the Narrator (who talks numbers). Their script 
is very approximate.
THIS IS A SKETCH. It does not show �nal visual styling. In particular, 
the Droplet character is rendered here in grayscale.

VOICE (Droplet): I can tell you. I was there.
ACTION: Droplet partially appears, up from bottom, 
waving hand. Then he drops back out of sight.

VOICE (Droplet): It all starts in the Middle East.
ACTION: Planet rotates.

VOICE (Narrator): The Middle East as whole produces 
25,459,700 Barrels of Oil a day.
SOUND: Wind sound, slow build.
ACTION: Zoom in from previous.

VOICE (Droplet): Ship ahoy!
VOICE (Narrator): Each ULCC is 320,000 deadweight 
tons and holds over 2 million barrels of oil.
SOUND: Yacht engine.
ACTION: Both vessels travel horizontally, but at 
di�erent speeds. Droplet swivels a bit.

VOICE (Narrator): The cost of �nding and extracting 
the oil gives a baseline cost of $2.07 per gallon of gas.
SOUND: Rhythmic sucking of pumps. Ka-ching for 
data appearing.
ACTION: (1) Zoom in from previous. Pump goes up 
and down. (2) Droplet appears, up from bottom, and 
arcs up and over to land on right (synchronized with 
pump sound -- he’s been sucked out).

VOICE (Droplet): [about travel through pipeline from 
oil wells to the sea]
SOUND: “Rushing liquid.”
ACTION: Droplet appears, in from left, and surfs 
across horizontally. He and his board rock a bit.

VOICE (Droplet): We have to travel south, around the 
Cape of Africa, to get to the Atlantic Ocean.
ACTION: Travel path “grows.” Droplet waves �ags.
SOUND: Some kind of tick sounds for dots appearing 
on travel path.

VOICE (Droplet): We cross the Atlantic Ocean. 
Destination: Texas.
VOICE (Narrator): Transportation costs add 2 or 3 
cents per gallon.
ACTION: Planet rotates to new view. Travel path 
“grows.” Droplet waves �ags.
SOUND: Same ticks. Ka-ching for data appearing.

VOICE (Droplet): At the re�nery on the Gulf coast, 
[describe re�ning].
ACTION: Smoke moves in wind. Droplet walks on 
treadmill, black “sweat drops” �y o�, and he gradually 
changes to translucent greenish color.

VOICE (Narrator): Texas has the capacity to re�ne 4.7 
million barrels of oil per day. [something about the 
chart ]

VOICE (Droplet): [about travel from pipeline to my 
“ride”]
VOICE (Narrator): [about the breakdown shown]
SOUND: Whoosh (for drops), then kerplunk at end.
ACTION: Drops appear out of faucet, falls o� bottom.

VOICE (Narrator): Oil travels the seas in ULCC or Ultra 
Large Crude Carriers. 
SOUND: Horn (ship’s horn or foghorn or something)
ACTION: Ship arrives from left and travels 
horizontally. Droplet on deck zooms up from 
bottom-right  corner. He waves.

VOICE (Narrator): A barrel of oil can make 42 gallons 
of gas.
SOUND: Wind sound continues.
ACTION: Zoom in from previous.

VOICE (Droplet): I was formed NN-thousand years 
ago and I’v e been sitting NN miles beheat the desert 
sands.
SOUND: Rhythmic sucking of pumps.
ACTION: Zoom in (sort of ) from previous. Pump 
heads go up and down.

STORYBOARD
“oil”

Nancy Wirsig McClure
v2, Nov 11, 2012

SCENES AND TRANSITIONS
Scenes will occupy di�erent lengths of time. The transition from 
one scene to the next will vary:
  •  In some cases, a “zoom” transition is specified. If not, the 
transition may be a one of the traditional transitions (a cut or a 
cross-fade or even a spiraling collapse of �rst image).

  •  The Droplet character is in a different position in every scene. 
In some cases his means of arrival (and/or exit) is speci�ed. If not, 
he’s present throughout the scene.
THE “PRICE-O-METER” appears only in some scenes. When the 

Narrator mentions the cost-per-gallon, the meter quickly fades 
in, showing its prior state. Then the new data-bar is added 
abruptly with a ka-ching sound.

Storyboard

sequential 
words & pictures
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THINK WRITE
&

DRAW

PRODUCE
“THE SHOW”

USER
TEST

PREPARE
DIGITAL
ASSETS

Authoring: Phases 2–3
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THINK WRITE & DRAW PREPARE ASSETS

PROJECT RESOURCES

image �les
(static)

audio �le
(voiceover)

animation �les
(canned)

audio �les
(music, soundFX)

concept

story
boards

sketches

script

e�ects plan
(annotated script)

concept

story
boards

sketches

script

e�ects plan
(annotated script)

visual
vocabulary

style
guide

THINK WRITE
&

DRAW

PRODUCE
“THE SHOW”

USER
TEST

PREPARE
DIGITAL
ASSETS
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THINK WRITE & DRAW PREPARE ASSETS

PROJECT RESOURCES

image �les
(static)

audio �le
(voiceover)

animation �les
(canned)

audio �les
(music, soundFX)

concept

story
boards

sketches

script

e�ects plan
(annotated script)

concept

story
boards

sketches

script

e�ects plan
(annotated script)

visual
vocabulary

style
guide

THINK WRITE
&

DRAW

PRODUCE
“THE SHOW”

USER
TEST

PREPARE
DIGITAL
ASSETS
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Sketches 
to final art
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THINK WRITE
&

DRAW

PRODUCE
“THE SHOW”

USER
TEST

PREPARE
DIGITAL
ASSETS

Authoring: Phase 4
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“Let’s put on a show!”

What 
goes where? 

when?

Who 
is offstage 

at this moment?
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After Effects
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ASSETS STAGE

TIMELINE

image �les
(static)

audio �le
(voiceover)

animation �les
(canned)

audio �les
(music, soundFX)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

THINK WRITE & DRAW PREPARE ASSETS

PROJECT RESOURCES

image �les
(static)

audio �le
(voiceover)

animation �les
(canned)

audio �les
(music, soundFX)

concept

story
boards

sketches

script

e�ects plan
(annotated script)

concept

story
boards

sketches

script

e�ects plan
(annotated script)

visual
vocabulary

style
guide
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ASSETS STAGE

TIMELINE

image �les
(static)

audio �le
(voiceover)

animation �les
(canned)

audio �les
(music, soundFX)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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ASSETS STAGE

TIMELINE

image �les
(static)

audio �le
(voiceover)

animation �les
(canned)

audio �les
(music, soundFX)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

MARKER MARKER
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ASSETS STAGE

TIMELINE

image �les
(static)

audio �le
(voiceover)

animation �les
(canned)

audio �les
(music, soundFX)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

MARKER MARKER
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ASSETS STAGE

TIMELINE

image �les
(static)

audio �le
(voiceover)

animation �les
(canned)

audio �les
(music, soundFX)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 2

1

2

MARKER

KEY FRAME

KEY FRAME

MARKER
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Visual change over time
Change an object

Position, scale & rotation

Basic color

Layering (stacking order, 
opacity & blending)

Apply effects

Blur, sharpen, texture

Distort

Mask (reveal portions)

Swap out objects

to “morph”
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THINK WRITE
&

DRAW

PRODUCE
“THE SHOW”

USER
TEST

PREPARE
DIGITAL
ASSETS

Authoring: Phase 5
Animation is especially likely to fail to communicate.
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Authoring: Phase N+1: 
Iterate?

Do we want to spend more time and money?! 
Careful storyboarding may prevent revisions.

THINK WRITE
&

DRAW

PRODUCE
“THE SHOW”

USER
TEST

PREPARE
DIGITAL
ASSETS
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Explanatory Animation
Worth it?

Research-based evidence: 
it results in better...

engagement

comprehension

retention

contact 
Nancy

OR
find 

resources


